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Walk Two Moons

FOR USE IN SCHOOLS AND LIBRARIES ONLY. After her mother leaves home suddenly,
13-year-old Sal and her grandparents take a car trip retracing her mother's route. Along the way,
Sal recounts the story of her friend Phoebe, whose mother also left. --This text refers to the
Paperback edition.
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I wasn't paying attention to the Newbery debates the year "Walk Two Moons" won. In my own
humble opinion, after reading this book, I can't imagine how any other was even seriously
considered a contender. "Walk Two Moons" is a book as infinitely wise as it is funny. The rare book
that can serve up a rousing good story while teaching you a little about the very nature of life, death,
loving and grieving. This is a book ostensibly written for children but so incredibly mature that after
finishing it you just sit staring at the picture of author Sharon Creech on the book flap thinking over
and over in your head, "How did she do it? How did she do it? How did she do it?""Walk Two
Moons" follows the tales and travels of Salamanca (Sal) Tree Hiddle. Traveling with her parents to
Idaho in the hopes of bringing her mother back with her, the juggles two storylines simultaneously.
On the one hand, we have Sal, trying to deal with the fact that her mother left her. On the other is
Sal's story of her friend Pheobe who's own mother up and left her family one day. While dealing with
the painfully realistic reactions children have to such departures on the part of their parents, it also
gives us glimpses into families that are rock solid in their love and devotion. You have Sal's
grandparents that are taking the trip to Idaho with her. As you learn more about them, you realize

how wonderful and tragic their life has been, with a deep abiding love. Also, Sal's friend Mary Lou's
family is a rambunctious crew of crazy wonderful people, always messy and always
affectionate.Just describing the plot of this book really doesn't do it any justice. There are just so
many things to admire about it.
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